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Abstract
We investigated the possibility of detecting the interfacial glass transition of a polymer with static contact angle measurements of
a liquid polyethylene glycol on the polymer surface. The observed contact angle θ reflects the deviation from an equilibrium state
at low temperatures, and the temperature dependence of cos θ changes discontinuously at the interfacial glass transition
temperature Tg, manifesting a change in the interfacial entropy. This outcome was demonstrated experimentally for a liquid of
polyethylene glycol (PEG) on an atactic polystyrene (PS) surface. The evaluated Tg was ca. 362 K. This value is lower than a
calorimetric Tg for a bulk PS. This difference reflects molecular interactions at the interface, indicating that the Tg obtained from
the contact angle measurement is sensitive to the dynamics near the polymer/liquid interface.

Introduction

Since the first discovery of anomalous glass transition
behaviors in ultrathin polymer films, much attention has
been focused on the dynamics of nanosized polymeric
materials [1–5]. The anomaly concerns the fundamental
issue of the glass transition mechanism, which concerns
prominent viscous slowdown during cooling in supercooled
liquids [6, 7]. Despite the intense effort exerted to date to
understand the nature of the dynamics in nanosized poly-
mers, the nature of these dynamics is still an open question
because of the wide variety of experimental observations
[5]. Nevertheless, there is considerable evidence for the
existence of a characteristic layer near the surface and the
interface [5, 8–10] that is responsible for the size-dependent
glass transition temperature (Tg) in polymer thin films. Thus
there has been a growing interest on surface and interfacial
glass transition.

Contact angle measurements can detect the properties of
the interfacial region of materials [11], and in this sense, they
may be suitable for detecting the interfacial glass transition.
Since the glass transition is related to the dynamical prop-
erties of a material, Tg can be determined by dynamical
measurements that are associated with a certain time con-
stant. To evaluate the differences between the dynamics at
the surface (or interface) of the polymer and that of its bulk
(interior part of the material), dynamical measurements at the
interface are needed. To date, direct observation of the wet-
ting process of liquids on the polymer surface has been
carried out [12–15]. Dupas et al. found that the wetting
velocity of a solvent decreases when the polymer substrate is
transformed from a glassy state to the liquid state [15]. Zuo
et al. evaluated the glass transitions of polymer thin films by
detecting a stick-slip behavior of a liquid wetting the film
surface [16]. Furthermore, the rheological properties in the
surface region of polymer thin films were investigated
through the growth of the so-called wetting ridge phenom-
enon [17, 18]. These are purely dynamical observations at the
polymer/liquid interface. On the other hand, static measure-
ment of interfacial tension such as contact angle measure-
ments, might be insensitive to the interfacial glass transition,
because they do not detect any dynamics. In addition, the
observed quantity (interfacial tension) is a thermodynamic
parameter that is in principle meaningful only at equilibrium
(glassy state is nonequilibrium). Nevertheless, actual
observed values of the contact angle may be susceptible to
the interfacial glass transition to some extent: the observed
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value can reflect the deviation from a quasi-equilibrium
(supercooled) value at temperatures lower than Tg so that the
onset of this deviation gives the interfacial Tg. One example
is the heat capacity of a supercooled liquid, which undergoes
a discontinuous reduction on cooling at Tg (calorimetric Tg).
In this case, the cooling rate determines the time constant of
the measurement. Similarly, the temperature dependence of a
polymer/liquid interfacial tension possibly provides some
indication of vitrification. Thus it is possible to detect the
interfacial glass transition via contact angle measurements.

The time constant of the glass transition observation
through the contact angle measurement may be related to
the initial wetting (equilibration) process following the
placement of the droplet on the polymer substrate. The time
required for the contact angle to reach a constant value
depends on the temperature. The contact angle values at a
fixed time may exhibit a change in their temperature
dependence at a certain temperature that corresponds to a Tg
with a time constant of the above fixed time. The time-
evolution of the initial wetting process may provide infor-
mation regarding the relaxation processes at the polymer/
liquid interface. If the wetting process is affected by the
segmental dynamics of the polymer substrate, it will change
discontinuously at Tg. At temperatures above Tg, the vis-
coelasticity that concerns segmental dynamics at the poly-
mer interface may affect the wetting process to some extent.
We should also note that the interfacial tension reflects the
structure and molecular processes at the interface such as
penetration and swelling on the nanoscale [12, 14, 19].
Structural studies of the polymer interface have revealed
characteristic conformational states induced by nonsolvents
[20–23] that alter the polymer dynamics at the interface
[14, 24]. The interfacial tension observed through the con-
tact angle measurement is expected to reflect the specific
properties at the polymer/liquid interface.

In this study, we investigate the possibility of observing
the interfacial glass transition through static contact angle
measurements of a nonsolvent droplet on a polymer surface
at a fixed elapsed time. The temperature dependence of the
contact angle on an atactic polystyrene (PS) surface was
evaluated. Furthermore, time-evolution of the contact angle
was examined to evaluate the relaxation time during the
equilibration (wetting) of the liquid droplet to check if the
observed wetting reflects the interfacial glass transition. In
the next section, we discuss the possible detection of Tg
based on thermodynamics.

Thermodynamic principles

We first consider the temperature dependence of interfacial
tension (interfacial free energy) based on thermodynamics.
The interfacial tension at a polymer/liquid interface can be

evaluated from the contact angle of a liquid droplet (non-
solvent). In this case, the polymer/liquid interfacial tension
γpl obeys the well-known Young equation

γap ¼ γpl þ γal cos θ ð1Þ

where θ is the contact angle, and γap and γal are the
interfacial tensions of the air/polymer and air/liquid
interfaces, respectively. The temperature dependence of
interfacial tension is related to interfacial entropy Sσ (per
unit area) for a homogeneous interface according to

∂γ

∂T

� �
A

¼ �Sσ ð2Þ

where A is the interfacial area. Based on the Gibbs ideal
interface assumption (zero volume interfacial phase), Eq 2
is derived when the dividing plane is located such that the
interfacial excess becomes zero [25]. Equation 2 is
generally valid for a binary system (such as the present
polymer/liquid interface), in which the interfacial excess for
both components becomes zero at a common dividing
plane. We note here that Sσ is the contribution from the
interface to the total entropy of the binary phase system, and
thus its value can be either positive or negative.

It is known that the surface tension of regular liquids
decreases almost linearly with increasing temperature over a
temperature range of at least several tens of K [26]. This
behavior is also the case for polymeric liquids [27, 28]. This
outcome indicates that generally, the surface entropy is
positive and its temperature dependence is very weak
(almost constant). This tendency is probably characteristic of
the liquid/gas interface, where the entropy difference
between the two contacting phases is very large, and the
molecular interactions between the liquid and gas molecules
do not play an important role in determining the temperature
dependence of γ. By contrast, at a polymer/liquid interface,
the molecular interactions between the two species may
significantly contribute to the entropy of the system. When
the polymer is in a supercooled liquid phase (above Tg), the
interactions at the interface can in some cases be so strong
that the interfacial entropy becomes negative. On the other
hand, below Tg, the configuration of the polymer phase is
kinetically frozen, preventing molecular rearrangements that
would make the interactions become effective with favorable
molecular packing structures. This outcome leads to an
apparently weaker polymer/liquid interactions, and the
interfacial contribution to the total entropy becomes very
small for T < Tg (Sσ ~ 0). When the polymer/liquid interac-
tion is so strong for T > Tg that it forces some specific con-
figurations to occur at the interface, Sσ may be negative. As a
result, a discontinuous change in Sσ is expected at Tg.

Based on the above consideration, the general trends for
the temperature dependence of the interfacial tensions are
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expected to be as shown in Fig. 1. It is assumed that the
surface tension of the polymer γap is not influenced by its
glass transition because of the weak molecular interaction at
the surface. For Fig. 1a, it is also assumed that Sσ at the
polymer/liquid interface is negative as may be expected
when strong molecular interactions between the polymer
and liquid are present. The interfacial tension at the poly-
mer/liquid interface γpl exhibits an upward kink (break
point) at Tg where a discontinuous change of Sσ occurs.
Accordingly, the temperature dependence of cos θ= (γap −
γpl) / γal changes at Tg as shown in Fig. 1b. From this change
in the temperature dependence of cos θ, one can evaluate
the interfacial Tg. The jump of Sσ at Tg is analogous to that
of the isobaric heat capacity Cp typically observed by dif-
ferential scanning calorimetry (DSC). Indeed, Sσ is a tem-
perature derivative of the interfacial free energy (interfacial
tension), while Cp is a temperature derivative of the
enthalpy. The temperature derivative of energy generally
undergoes discontinuous change at Tg, while energy para-
meters such as interfacial tension and enthalpy are con-
tinuous at Tg. The discontinuous change of the temperature

dependence reflects the deviation from a quasi-equilibrium
state below Tg for the experimentally observed values with a
certain time constant.

Experimental

Atactic PS (Mn= 1530 kDa, Mw= 1571 kDa) was pur-
chased from Scientific Polymer Products (Ontario, NY,
USA) and was used without further purification. The glass
transition temperature (bulk Tg) of this polymer was
obtained as 378.5 K via DSC at a heating rate of 20 Kmin−1.
Cast PS films were prepared on glass substrates from a 1.0
wt% solution of PS in tetrahydrofuran or toluene. Prior to
use, the glass substrates were cleaned as follows: the sub-
strates were sonicated in a 0.2% aqueous solution of an
alkaline detergent for 30 min, rinsed with pure water, soni-
cated in methanol for 20 min, rinsed again with methanol,
and then dried at 50 °C for 1 h under atmospheric pressure.
The cast PS films were dried under vacuum for 24 h. Some
of the films were further annealed at 413 K for 4 h under
vacuum to examine the nonequilibrium effects of the cast
film. The surface roughness of the films was evaluated with
an atomic force microscope (AFM) Seiko Instruments
(Chiba, Japan) Nano Navi. Topography images were
obtained in the tapping mode with the scan dimensions of 1
μm× 1 μm and a scan rate of 1 Hz.

The thickness of the obtained films ranged from 1 to 3
μm. For the contact angle measurements, a low molecular
weight polyethylene glycol (PEG) (Mw= 570–630 Da)
purchased from Nacalai Tesque (Kyoto, Japan) was used
without further purification. This polymeric liquid is non-
volatile and has an appropriate surface tension value that is
suitable for our contact angle measurements. In the analysis,
we used literature data for the surface tension of atactic PS
[29]. For the low molecular weight PEG, we used 43.5 mN
m−1 at 20 °C and –0.1170 mNm−1 K−1 for the temperature
coefficient [30]. The temperature dependence of the PEG
was measured using an Ostwald’s viscometer.

Contact angle measurements were performed by using a
homemade apparatus that consists of a temperature-
controlled stage and a CCD camera equipped with a
zoom lens (Edmund Scientific). The axis of the camera was
slightly inclined upward from the horizontal axis to observe
a reflection image on the substrate surface that allowed the
precise determination of the contact point of the droplet.
Fig. 2 shows typical droplet images. The observed shapes of
the droplets were revealed to be nearly spherical as shown
by the dotted lines in Fig. 2, and the contact angle was
evaluated from the shape based on a geometrical relation
[12]. The calibration for the temperature at the interface
with respect to the preset temperature was carefully carried
out by directly measuring the temperature of the droplet
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Fig. 1 Predicted temperature profiles of the interfacial tensions and
contact angle (cos θ)
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with an ultrathin needle thermocouple. PEG (2.0 μL) was
placed on a PS film of which the temperature had been
settled, and the image of the formed droplet was taken every
10 s to obtain the contact angle time-evolution data. The
elapsed time was recorded after the droplet was initially
placed on the polymer surface. To check the reproducibility
of the data, the measurements were repeated 3–8 times at
each temperature (40–152 °C), and standard deviation for
cos θ was evaluated from the multiple measurements.

It should be noted that generally, the experimentally
observed contact angle is not for an equilibrium (quasi-
equilibrium) state: the contact angle exhibits hysteresis, e.g.,
the difference between the advancing and receding angles.
It is difficult to achieve the equilibrium state for the poly-
mer/liquid/air ternary system even above Tg. Accordingly,
we should consider that the observed contact angle is
obtained under certain specific conditions with the system
found in one of the possible metastable states even after the
wetting process is completed. Therefore, we had to be
careful to realize identical experimental conditions, in par-
ticular, for the manner of placing the droplet on the surface
by controlling the injection rate of the liquid from a syringe
and the timing of the removal of the syringe-needle from the
droplet in order to obtain reproducible results.

It was preferable to use the high molecular weight PS
(1,530 kDa) for the contact angle measurement that in prin-
ciple requires a rigid substrate. The film of the present PS was
sufficiently stable to be regarded as a solid-like substrate in
the present temperature range (above Tg), allowing contact

angle measurement. We also confirmed via optical micro-
scopy that no apparent deformation of the contact line occurs
during wetting within 10min even at 413 K.

Results and Discussion

Figure 3 shows the typical time variation profiles of cos θ(t)
for a non-annealed PS substrate. The profiles of cos θ(t) at
lower temperatures are shown in Figs. S2–S6, where the
time evolution occurs too slow to explicitly evaluate θ∞
[see Supplementary Material]. The contact angle generally
decreases (cos θ increases) with time, and at lower tem-
peratures (<390 K) it appears to approaches an asymptotic
value θ∞. The decreasing θ indicates surface wetting process
of the liquid. Based on the analysis of the observed images,
we confirmed that within the experimental error, the volume
of the droplet does not change significantly with time up to
600 s. This indicates that no significant absorption of the
liquids into the PS phase occurs. Additionally, it is likely
that neither the evaporation of the liquid nor the absorption
of atmospheric water into the liquid occurs. However, some
microscopic swelling may occur at high temperatures above
Tg, as described below. On the other hand, molecular
rearrangements on a microscopic scale at the interface that
contribute to the reduction of the observed contact angle
may occur. The curve of cos θ(t) for PS/PEG at a high
temperature (400 K) shows an exceptionally slow increase,
which may be due to thermal degradation of PEG [31].

Figure 4 shows cos θ observed at 600 s with respect to
temperature. A turnoff point (kink) that may be a mani-
festation of the glass transition at the interface is seen for
both liquids, as predicted in Fig. 1.

Nonequilibrium features of polymer thin films such as
residual stresses have been reported to affect their various
dynamical behaviors, in particular for spin-cast films [32,
33]. To assess such nonequilibrium effects for the present
solvent-cast films, we compared the results for the films
annealed at 413 K for 4 h and the non-annealed films., The
data for both the annealed and non-annealed PS are plotted
in Fig. 4. Perhaps unexpectedly, we found no significant
difference between the annealed and non-annealed films
within the experimental error. Furthermore, we investigated
the surface topology that is a crucial factor in the contact
angle measurement of these PS films. Table 1 shows the
surface roughness R evaluated from AFM measurements.
Here R is the root mean square height defined as

R ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
n

Xn
i

h2i

s
ð3Þ

where hi is the height deviation at position i. The AFM
images are shown in Fig. S1 [see Supplementary Material].

1.0 mm

t = 20 s = 20 st = 20 s

1.0 mm

t = 560 s = 560 st = 560 s

Fig. 2 Typical images of a PEG droplet on a PS film at 393 K at t= 20
and 560 s. The dotted curves indicate fitted circles, suggesting that the
shape of the droplet is close to a spherical cap
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We found that the surface of the present solvent-cast films is
very smooth compared with spin-cast films: for the latter, R
ranges from 1.0 to 4.7 nm depending on the preparation
condition. The surface roughness data in Table 1 support
the fact that the annealing induces no significant change in
the contact angle measurements. We found that the pre-
annealing does not alter the transition temperature within
the present experimental error.

The kink temperature observed in Fig. 4 was evaluated to
be approximately 362 K by linear regression analysis, with
two regression lines determined for T < 360 K and T > 378
K. The observed kink is considered to be the corresponding
interfacial glass transition temperature. We found that a
kink in the cos θ vs. temperature profile also occurs for
other polymers. For example, low molecular weight poly(α-
methylstyrene) and poly(4-tert-butylstyrene) exhibit kinks
at approximately 320 K and 355 K, respectively, both of
which are lower than their bulk calorimetric Tg (369 K and
413 K, respectively). The results are shown in Figs. S7 and
S8 [see Supplementary Material]. Incidentally, poly(α-
methylstyrene) is known to exhibit no mobile surface layer
[34, 35]; this still appears to be a mystery.

Since Tg is a kinetic parameter, the observed values
depend on the time scale of the measurements. The time
constant for the present contact angle measurement is
determined by the elapsed time, i.e., 600 s for the data in
Fig. 4. This time is longer than that for a typical DSC scan:
the time constant for a temperature scanning rate of 20 K
min−1 is estimated to be ca. 30 s based on the
Frenkel–Kobeko–Reiner relation [36, 37]. Even considering
the above difference in the time constant, the Tg values
obtained from Fig. 4 are still lower than the calorimetric Tg
of the bulk PS (378.5 K): a variation of the time constant of
one decade leads to a Tg shift of just several K for PS.
Therefore, it is likely that the lower Tgs obtained here may
reflect the interfacial segmental dynamics of PS with higher

mobility, and the present contact angle measurement detects
the interfacial glass transition. It is expected that the kink
temperature will be higher at shorter elapsed times. We
found that this dependence is actually rather weak within
the present time window (600 s): for example, at 50 s the
kink was evaluated to be 365 K, which is only slightly
higher than that at 600 s (362 K). This weak tendency may
be consistent with the relatively high fragility of
polystyrene.

We should also note that the interfacial Tg depends on the
identity of the liquids. There is considerable evidence that
the molecular interactions at polymer/nonsolvent interface
give rise to specific structures and dynamics near the
interface [14, 20–24]. Each interaction may have different
strengths, which may lead to different time constants of
intermolecular rearrangement near the interface.

co
s θ

Elapsed time (s)

362 K

372 K
381 K
391 K

400 K

PS/PEG

Fig. 3 Typical time-evolution profiles of the contact angle (cos θ) of
the PEG droplet on the PS surface (without annealing) at different
temperatures. The solid curves indicate the results of the fitting with
Eq. 4
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Fig. 4 Contact angle (cos θ) at an elapsed time of 600 s for the PEG
droplet on the PS substrates that were annealed at 413 K for 4 h
(annealed PS), and on the PS substrates without annealing (non-
annealed PS)

Table 1 Surface roughness of the solvent-cast polystyrene films

annealing R / nm

Not annealed 0.30

413 K, 4 h 0.30

413 K, 4 h with PEG 1.1–1.5
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The probe liquid PEG is a nonsolvent for PS at least at
room temperature (no macroscopic swelling was observed).
However, some microscopic swelling at the interface was
suggested to occur at a temperature above the bulk Tg. The PS
surface that had contacted with PEG at 413K for 4 h exhib-
ited higher surface roughness as shown in Table 1: its R-value
is greater than that for the non-annealed surface or that for
the surface annealed without contacting the probe liquid. For
the above-annealed sample with PEG, AFM measurements
were made after the removal of the PEG by rinsing with
methanol, followed by drying under vacuum at room tem-
perature for 24 h. The kink observed in Fig. 4 may be affected
by the above microscopic swelling, which requires segmental
rearrangements of PS at the interface. It is strongly suggested
that the interactions between PS and PEG affect the observed
glass transition that is specific to the interface.

Figure 5 shows the interfacial tensions for the air/PEG,
air/PS, and PS/PEG interfaces plotted against the tempera-
ture. The interfacial tension γ of PS/PEG was obtained from
cos θ, γ(PEG/air), and γ(PS/air), with the latter two variables
evaluated based on the literature data as mentioned in the
experimental section. The profiles of γ(PS/PEG) exhibit an
upward turnoff at Tg. The lower γ for PS/PEG may originate
from the relatively strong interactions at the interface dis-
cussed above, due to which the molecules near the interface
assume configurations (molecular packings) with lower
potential energies. The interfacial entropy Sσ was evaluated
from the slope of γ(PS/PEG) against temperature and was
found to be −0.019 (below Tg) and −0.061 mJ m−2 K–1

(above Tg). The negative values imply that the interface
contributes to decreasing the total entropy of the polymer/
PEG system. The obtained value of Sσ is larger for T < Tg
than for T > Tg. Below Tg, the configuration of PS at the
interface is in a nonequilibrium state, which is less

influenced by the contacting liquid phase. By contrast, at
temperatures above Tg, the PS configurations are easily
optimized to achieve a stable interfacial state (quasi-equi-
librium state), resulting in a lower interfacial entropy than
that for T < Tg.

The change of the interfacial entropy at Tg may be
interpreted based on the molecular interactions. Surface
tension is generally governed by the cohesive energies
consisting of the contributions of various molecular inter-
actions such as dispersion, polar, induction, hydrogen
bonding, and acid–base interactions [19, 38]. Similarly, the
contributions of these interactions across the interface are
considered to determine the interfacial tension (free energy)
for a polymer/liquid system. The interfacial tension may be
represented by an adhesion energy Epl, i.e., γpl= γap+ γal −
Epl [19]. Epl can be expressed as Epl=Φ(γap γal)

1/2, where Φ
is a factor related to the interaction between the two species
[39]. Here, Φ is sensitive to the polymer/liquid interactions,
and this factor is considered to undergo a discontinuous
change at Tg.

Zuo et al. found that stick-slip behaviors during wetting
occurs in the temperature range of the glass transition and
revealed that the Tg obtained by this method depends on the
thickness of the substrate PS films below ca. 100 nm and
depends on the chemistry of the substrate supporting the film
[16]. This result suggests that such dynamic wetting measure-
ments detect the viscoelastic behaviors of the entire polymer
film, i.e., the observed stick-slip behavior is sensitive to the
thickness of the film and is even sensitive to the other side of
the film interface (polymer/substrate). Additionally, the wetting
ridge phenomenon reflects the dynamics of the deformation
near the polymer surface that involves a surface region with a
depth of at least a few tens of nm [17, 18]. On the other hand,
the static contact angle is essentially a parameter that is related
exclusively to the polymer/liquid interface and it might not be
very sensitive to the thickness. However, it was reported that
the surface tension of spin-cast PS thin films depends on their
thickness in the range of 86–359 nm [40]. To evaluate the
thickness of the interfacial region that is detected by the contact
angle measurements, investigations with thinner polymer films
should be performed.

The time-evolution of cos θ(t) represents the wetting
dynamics of the liquids on PS surface. To evaluate the time
constant of the wetting τ, the cos θ(t) profiles in Fig. 3 were
fitted with an empirical equation

cos θ tð Þ ¼ cos θ1 1� b exp �t=τð Þ½ � ð4Þ
where θ∞ is the asymptotic value of the contact angle, and b
is a nondimensional parameter. When plotted against the
temperature, the values of cos θ∞ obtained from the analysis
exhibited a similar profile to that in Fig. 4: there was still a
break point near Tg. This result suggests that the observed
θ∞ is still an apparent value that reflects the present specific
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Fig. 5 Interfacial tensions vs. the temperature. The values for γ(PS/
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experimental conditions rather than the ultimate value that
corresponds to a quasi-equilibrium state.

Figure 6 shows Arrhenius plots for τ. At temperatures
higher than Tg, a nearly Arrhenius behavior is observed.
We should note here that the plot in Fig. 6 does not exhibit
a kink at Tg in contrast to Fig. 4, because τ is the
relaxation time for reaching the asymptotic contact angle,
and therefore in principle, τ should not depend on any
time constants of measurement. The apparent activation
energy Ea for the wetting dynamics was evaluated via
linear regression analysis to be 32.8 kJ mol−1, while the
activation energy of viscosity Eη for PEG was evaluated
as 30.8 kJ mol−1. The obtained Ea is similar to (or slightly
greater than) the Eη value. This result suggests that the
wetting dynamics is largely governed by the molecular
process of the liquid droplet as has been discussed ana-
lytically in ref. [41].

In an extreme case, if the PS chain dynamics at the
interface were completely incorporated in the wetting pro-
cess, the apparent activation energy would be nearly EPS+
Eη, where EPS is the activation energy of the PS segmental
dynamics. EPS for bulk PS is generally much higher than the
obtained Ea: from a typical value of fragility parameter for
atactic bulk PS [42–44], EPS at Tg is estimated to be 1.0 ×
103 kJ mol−1. This estimation suggests that the wetting
dynamics is not strongly linked to the segmental dynamics
of the PS phase. Nevertheless, there may be some interfacial
interactions that at least weakly affect the wetting behavior.
This may be supported by the enhanced surface roughness
shown in Table 1. The slightly enhanced activation energy
of Ea from Eη might indicate that the PS/PEG interactions
belong to an intermediate region between the two limits of
diffusion and low-friction of Kramers [45, 46]. The present
contact angle measurements can provide a signature of the
glass transition at the interface, and this does not contradict
the considerations based on thermodynamics as discussed
previously. The detection of glass transition appears to be
possible only when the polymer/liquid interactions affect
the wetting process to some extent.

Conclusions

In this study, we observed a discontinuous change in the
temperature dependence of the contact angle for PS/PEG/air
ternary systems that was attributed to the signature for the
glass transition at the interface of PS/PEG. It should be
noted that the contact angle values obtained by static
measurements are not the ultimate values at equilibrium. In
addition, even if such ultimate values were obtained, they
would not exhibit any signals for Tg because the contact
angle is not a dynamical parameter in principle. In contrast,
the actually observed values of the contact angle are not the

equilibrium values for T < Tg, and are associated with a
certain time constant of the measurement (e.g., 600 s for the
data in Fig. 4). The deviation from the ultimate value
becomes significant below Tg, reflecting the frozen seg-
mental dynamics of the PS phase. The observed temperature
profiles for the contact angle in Fig. 4 imply that the
apparent interfacial entropy changes discontinuously at Tg.
We found that the interfacial Tg at PS/PEG is lower than the
calorimetric Tg. This finding strongly suggests that the
evaluated Tg reflects the molecular interaction at the inter-
face. The thickness of the interfacial region that is reflected
in the present Tg values is currently unknown. To elucidate
this characteristic thickness, further investigations of poly-
mer thin films with different thicknesses below 100 nm
should be performed.
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